
Pooka's Page for Grownups

In the past 13 years, we've had various continuing series of subjects
we've touched on...runes, a wheel of the year project, sabbat rituals,
elements, numerology, astrology, etc.
In our last issue, we introduced two new series:  The Colors of Magic
and Magical Critters. In this issue, we're introducing two more.

One is Seasonal Poetry.
Our ancestors recognized the hypnotic and vivid imagery that the cadence of poetry brought to the
mind.  There's a reason the chants of nursery rhymes still resonate in adulthood and why spells are
traditionally written in rhyme.  It's all part of a deeper magic and one that children instinctively
recognize.
So Elsie is insisting that we include a seasonal poetry section in each issue from now on.  Pooka likes the
idea too.  They encourage you to read this issue's poem to your child and even have him or her draw a
picture to illustrate.

Another is the result of a reader request on our Facebook page.  It asked that we include for children
suggestions of ways in which, they too, could celebrate the holiday.  We thought we had been, but
apparently our readers need more ideas.  So, for the next year, we'll be devoting a page to that also.

All this becomes a bit overwhelming for our tiny Team and so:  Help Wanted!
We're currently looking for a creative person with original ideas (or an original slant on old
ideas) for our WitchCrafts page.  If you're reliable & able to meet deadlines, crafty & creative w,
armed with a camera and not afraid to use it - contact Lora or Pooka at
pookachild@hotmail.com or send a private message on our Facebook Page.  We'd love to
welcome you to the Team!

Have a Blessed Mabon!
Lora, Pooka and the rest of the Pooka PagesTeam

pookachild@hotmail.com www.facebook.com/PookaPagesTeam/



Also known as: Second Harvest, Cornucopia, Fall or Autumn Equinox, Harvest Home, Alban Elfed
(Caledonia, Druidic), Winter Finding (Teutonic) and the Witch’s Thanksgiving. The full moon closest to the
Autumn Equinox is called the Harvest Moon.
Summer is drawing to a close and it’s time to get ready for winter.  The final crops are gathered
and seeds are collected for planting next spring. Although the days are still warm, the nights are
getting longer and cooler inviting us to draw closer to the hearth while sipping hot apple cider and
enjoying a big bowl of popcorn.  The festival of the Second Harvest is sometimes referred to as
the “Witch’s Thanksgiving” and is a time of feasting with friends and family while giving thanks
for all our blessings!  The Autumn Equinox invites us to find our own inner Balance.
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What's It All About?

Pooka knew that summer was fading and Mabon was fast
 approaching. He didn't even need the cooler nights, the changing
color of the trees or the pumpkins ripening in the fields to alert him to this fact.  All he had to
do was watch his witch.

Elsie had become a little blur of activity from the time she rose until she fell into bed at night -
drying herbs, gathering nuts and berries from the forest, making jams and preserving the last of
the green beans, peas and tomatoes from her garden.

Finally, with Mabon only two days away, Aunt Tilly and Pooka's little brother, Grimalkin, arrived.

That afternoon, there was even more activity!  House cleaning, bread making, pie baking ...all in
preparation for the Harvest Feast.   Elsie and her aunt worked very hard all day while Pooka and
Grimalkin worked equally hard at staying out of the way.

In the evening, they all went into the parlor.  Elsie settled into her wingback chair by the hearth,
with a notebook and pen.  Aunt Tilly took the chair opposite and pulled out her knitting.  They
began discussing their Mabon plans and making lists of who was coming, what dishes they were
bringing and what food had yet to be prepared for the Big Harvest Feast.

Grimalkin climbed onto the sofa next to Pooka.  There was a worried look on his little gray face.
"Big Brother, I just don't understand what this Mabon holiday is about.  Can you explain it to
me?"
Pooka assumed his best "Teacher" expression and said in a Very Wise Tone:  "It's simple, really.
You get a whole bunch of people together and put a whole bunch of food on the table.  Usually
some kind of roast, assorted breads, nuts, mashed potatoes, gravy, a bunch of vegetable dishes
that, being a cat, you're allowed to ignore.  And then there's pumpkin pie and apple pie and lots
of lovely whipped cream...."    Pooka stopped suddenly.  He realized that, despite the fact that
he'd just finished supper, he was actually starting to drool a bit.
"So it's all about eating?" asked Grimalkin.
"That's right," Pooka nodded.
Aunt Tilly may have  been getting on in years, but her hearing was still pretty sharp.  She looked
up from her discussion with Elsie and told Grimalkin, "Mabon is much more than just eating!"
"Like what?" the kitten asked.



"Well, dear, it's about celebrating the Harvest.  In the old days, it was about celebrating the
actual harvest, but nowadays, when food is more readily available, lots of us celebrate our
personal spiritual harvest... the things we've accomplished in the past growing season."
Grimalkin looked at his big brother. "Do I have a spiritual harvest?" he asked.
"Probably not," Pooka answered.

Aunt Tilly tried again.  "On the Autumn Equinox, daytime hours and nighttime hours are equal;
so Mabon is also about  finding Balance."
Little Grimalkin leaped onto the back of the sofa and ran along its edge.  "How's my balance?"
he grinned.
"Looks good to me," his brother applauded, "but maybe Aunt Tilly's talking about how much
whipped cream you can balance on a piece of pumpkin pie?"
Grimalkin hopped off the couch.  "So it IS all about eating.  That reminds me, I'm a little bit
hungry again.  Want to see if there's anything left in our bowls?"
"Sure!" said Pooka and the two cats trotted down the hall toward the kitchen.
Aunt Tilly shook her grey head in defeat, then asked her niece, "Where were we, dear?"
"We were discussing who should bring the fruit salad," said Elsie and then, in a parting shot, she

reminded her cat:  "Mabon is
also about Gratitude!"
"Yup, and I'm always grateful
for Food," Pooka replied over
his shoulder.
"I give up," muttered Elsie.
As the cats entered the kitchen,
Pooka called back to her, "Don't
give up. There's still a piece of
pie left!"
Little Grimalkin sighed happily,
"I'm so glad I have you to
explain these things."
"That's what Big Brothers are
for," Pooka assured him.

------
Kids -  Pooka made Elsie leave
this picture as a simple line
drawing.  He thought YOU
might like to color the
illustration in this time.





Fall is apple season and, last year, Elsie made apple rings as part of their Mabon breakfast. Pooka
liked them so much that he declared Apple Rings should be a Mabon Breakfast Tradition from now on.
He thinks you'll agree with him...

Apple Rings
Wash 3 - 5 apples.  Turn them on their sides and cut them into nice thick slices. Use a drinking
glass to cut the middle out of each slice so that a thin ring (about 1/2 inch) remains.  (You can
use the rest of the apple to make applesauce!)  Dab the apple rings dry with a paper towel.

Next, beat an egg in a bowl with a cup of buttermilk. In another bowl, mix a cup of flour, 1/8
cup of sugar, 1/2 tsp baking powder, 1 tsp cinnamon, a pinch of cloves and a pinch of salt.

Pour the wet mixture into the dry mixture and stir
it good so there aren't any lumps.

Put about 1/2 cup sugar and 1/2 to 1 tsp of
cinnamon in a paper bag and set it aside.

Now, heat about an inch of oil in a large pan. Dip
the apple rings in the batter and fry them on each
side.

When golden brown, drop them in the paper bag, close the top and shake it.  Use tongues to
remove the apple rings and set them on a plate until they're cool enough to eat.

They're so yummy you might be tempted to eat them all by yourself... but that might give you a
tummy ache.  Much better to share them with some friends.  (P.S. Pooka is holding his paw up.
I think he wants to volunteer.)



A couple of Mabons ago, Elsie shared her recipe for applesauce.  This year, her friend, Christine,
wanted to share the way her great-grandmother used to make this tasty concoction...

Memories & Applesauce
by Christine Lynn Hostetler-Johnson

Besides Samhain, this is one of my favorite times of the year.  You can just feel the
Earth preparing for its rest during the winter months.  You can see the trees are
starting to change, bringing those bright and beautiful colors to life.  The days are
getting shorter, along with the nights getting cooler.  But my biggest reason for
loving this time of year is the memories I have of when I grew up on my Great
Grandparents farm.  Oh yes, I did more than tend to the chickens.  I did more than
climb trees & rocks, get dirty, and play in the creek.  I did more than lay out in the
fields, looking up at the sky, and listening to the crickets’ chirp and frogs croak.

My best memory this time of year was helping my Great Grandmother (that’s her
picture from when she was in 12th grade) in the gardens, harvesting all those yummy vegetables that she
so lovingly cared for and helping her can/jar all of it for the upcoming winter.  My favorite to help
harvest?  The apples.

Oh we had so MANY apples!!!!  And she made yummy goodies with them all.  Cookies, pies, fritters,
breads, and applesauce!  I always enjoyed learning how to cook and bake from her, we had so much fun.
For Mabon, I’m going to share this yummy treat with you!  You will need help from your grown-up
because this needs to be made on the stove and that is very hot.  So be safe and listen so you don’t get
hurt.

Great-Grandma’s Applesauce

10-15 apples (your choice, medium, peeled, cored, and cut into 4
pieces/quarters)

1 Cup of water
½ Cup of PURE maple syrup (or brown sugar)
½ - ¾ tsp of cinnamon
½ - ¾ tsp nutmeg

Heat the apples and water to boiling over medium heat then reduce
the heat and simmer uncovered, stirring occasionally, until tender.

Using a potato masher, mash the apples to your desired consistency.
Stir in the spices.

It’s really yummy served warm!  Try it! Refrigerate or can any leftovers for
later!

FUN MAGIC QUIZ:  Can you tell Pooka what is so special about the apple?
Take a good look at the picture and discuss it with your grown-up.



A Letter from Scotland

Dear Little Witches,

Balance is a funny thing, isn’t it? Have you ever tried to see

how long you can stand on one leg? No? Go on – try it!  Bet

it doesn’t take long before you were wobbling all over the

place and have to give up!

Yet the earth manages to balance twice a year – once in the spring and once in the autumn.

Okay, maybe the earth doesn’t have to stand on one leg to do this, but it can hold the balance

for a lot of hours, which is pretty impressive.  People call this time of balance an Equinox, which

is just a smart way of saying the day and the night are the same length, so light and dark are

equal.

If you have a map of the world or a globe, have a little look at it.

Imagine a line going across, cutting it in half. That imaginary line is

called the equator. When the earth balances, it does something

wonderful in the two halves of the world above and below the

equator.

In the northern hemisphere, the bit where Europe and North

America are, it is the time of the Autumn Equinox. Summer is over

and we move towards Samhain, then to winter proper. In the southern hemisphere,  the bit of

the map where South America,  New Zealand and Australia are, spring is arriving and the

Equinox there is the start of the growing season and then it will be summer.

It’s amazing that the world does this. Winter in one half: summer in the other. That’s a really

big thought about balance, isn’t it?



However, here in the Northern Hemisphere, it is the Autumn Equinox, sometimes called Mabon.

It’s a time to pause, to breathe and be thankful about everything achieved since the Spring

Equinox. It’s also the time to think ahead and plan future projects.  Harvesting is still going on

and, in a way; people ‘harvest’ the results of their work since spring. In the next few weeks, all

the plants will go back into the ground and seeds will lie under the earth. They will sleep

through the winter time. Unless… unless you are in the southern half of the world. Then it is

time for the earth’s energy to awake and for people to become energetic about a new project.

Can you see the balance there in the world and how it works? Isn’t it amazing!

When I was little, a very lovely old lady I once knew showed me a way to acknowledge the

Autumn Equinox. She had me whittle a stick. On one side, I carved the things that I had done

well that year. On the other, I carved the things I wanted to do in the next year. Then we let the

stick float away on a stream. She said it gave my energy back to the earth, both what had been

done and what was intended.  I didn’t quite understand back then but I knew it was important.

It’s a good way to learn about balancing life because you have to really think about the things

done and things yet to do when you are carving. Maybe you could try this, if a grown-up would

help you?

The old lady told me that as the earth gets ready for its winter sleep, all the living energy flows

to the other side of the world, ready to burst out in new life over there.  She said that things

have to be in balance to work properly, whether

it was people or the earth, and at our spring

Equinox, the same would happen in reverse.

Imagine all that energy flowing between the two

halves of the world making the earth work as it

should!

This lady was a fabulous storyteller and this is

another of her stories about balance and making

things work.  It’s about a weather house.



Oh, have you ever seen a weather house? It’s a tiny, little wooden cabin with two doors and

there is a thermometer between them. Behind one door is a teeny-weeny wooden woman;

behind the other is a teeny-weeny wooden man. What the weather house does is measure the

air pressure and it tells you whether it is going to be a nice day or not. The teeny-weeny

wooden woman comes out when the weather is going to be fine, the teeny-weeny wooden

man comes out when it is going to rain. They never come out at the same time because they

are opposites, one can’t exist without the other and only one of them can be out at a time.

But here’s the best bit, the story of the weather house people.

Twice a year, when the world is in balance, so is the weather house. At midnight on each of the

Equinoxes, the woman and man can come out at the same time to exchange a kiss. Just twice a

year, just one kiss – that is all that is allowed. But their love is so strong that those two kisses a

year are enough to keep them happy and in love as they can only glimpse each other in passing

for the rest of the year.

Isn’t that a lovely little story?

I liked that sweet story much better than the story of the Blue Hag of Winter. This is another

name for the mother Goddess of Scotland, the Cailleach. It is the Goddess in her winter guise, a

scary, one-eyed creature with blue skin, white hair and a ferocious frown who can bring cold,

ice, snow and misery for many months if she wakes up angry. It’s about now she begins to wake

up, as autumn arrives. Bet she’d be a lot happier if someone woke her with a kiss though!

However you celebrate this festival, enjoy your celebration as you reap what you sow and plan

for the future. Keep balance in mind – and practise standing on one leg, just for the fun of it!

Till next time,

Fiona Tinker



by Momma Witch Carmen

A Cornucopia of Magnificent, Magical, Mabon Colors

This is our second article in the 'Color of Magic' series. As we
discussed in the first article for Lammas/Lughnasadh, color magic is a very

important tool for witches, young and old alike. Colors
can actually reflect our moods and help us to direct
energy and certain feelings into our spell work and
days.

I am excited to share with you all the magic in
the colors of Mabon/Autumn Equinox; those hues that
bring the cooler days and the second harvest. Just
think about the leaves changing their colors and the

harvest of grapes, pumpkins, acorns, apples, nuts. Mother Earth shares bountiful
blessings of food and color and gives you so many colors to work some powerful magic.
This is also a time of balance...day and night are equal. So of course working with black
and white is important and you will soon learn just how magical those two colors can
be.

Now it is time for you to let your creative side run wild with all the colors of
autumn. From black and white to orange, burgundy and purple you will make some
magic, both calming and bold.

Black - The color associated with Night - fends off negativity

Brown - The color of the Earth, Trees and branches which can be seen more clearly as
the leaves fall and Acorns - Perfect for house harmony spells and blessings.

Burgundy - The color of Grapes and Autumn Leaves - A bold color that can help with
shyness.

Gold/Yellow - The color of the Sun and the Golden color of falling leaves - energizing
and warming.

Green - The color of Grapes and the Leaves that have not changed their color yet,
Earth magic - This is the perfect color for nature and growth spells and blessings.



Indigo - The cooler weather makes the stars appear brighter and sometimes the sky
looks deep, dark blue. Indigo also helps you in finding peace and calm.

Orange - The color of Pumpkins and Gourds (they're not just for Samhain/Halloween)
and delicious Carrots - Creativity and Kindness

Purple/Violet - The color of Grapes, and one of the colors I use for Spirit

Red - The color of delicious, sweet apples, Love and Compassion

White - The color associated with Day, Positive Feelings

How you can use color magic for spells and to help with your feelings.

This first activity is a bit long because it explains a bit about balance, how to use the
colors BLACK, WHITE, PURPLE and RED with the feelings of gratitude, giving,
positivity and negativity in your spellwork. Wow, now that certainly sounds like a lot to
do but really, once you create and complete your spell, you will realize it is pretty easy
and you will feel all warm and fuzzy inside.

'Spell of Balance, Gratitude, Giving
and Changing Something Negative into a Positive'

What you will need:

One piece of black paper
One piece of white paper
Red Crayon
Purple Crayon
Six Toys (you will pick these out later in
the spell)

Mabon celebrates the balance of day and night which is often seen as the colors
black and white. At this time it is important to have balance in your life. Now what does
that mean? Well, think of it as a seesaw. You can make yourself go high by pushing off
the ground hard, forcing your friend to go back down to the ground. However if you both
push a bit softer and the two of you keep the seesaw hanging in the middle, then you
have balanced it. It is the same distance from the ground on both ends.



 You can use several colors to bring balance into your life and to help you 'give' to
someone in need. Mabon/Autumn Equinox is not just about finding balance though or
eating terrific foods like jams, jellies and pies (although baking your harvest and eating
the goodies are fun parts of it}. It is most importantly a celebration of thanks for all you
have. One of the best ways you can say thank you is to give something to someone in
need. You might say, "Wow, that is pretty clear and simple! I can do that!" And you
certainly can by using the colors listed above as part of a 'Spell of Balance, Gratitude,
Giving and Making Something Negative a Positive'. This is a long name for a spell
but it will help you to remember what you are doing and why you are doing it..

I'm sure you have some toys that you don't play with and others that you really like and
play with all the time. Get a piece of black paper and a piece of white paper. Lay them
on the floor a few feet apart. Pick out six toys, games, books or whatever you have.
Three of them should be your favorites and three should be some that you don't play
with very often. Put them by the white paper. That's a nice pile, isn't it? I'm sure it makes
you feel really happy, bright and ready to have fun. Those are very positive feelings
and are magical properties of the color white.

Now look at the black paper. There are no toys there. Does it look lonely to you? Did
you ever think of black as a lonely color? Well, now think of that black paper as a boy or
girl who has nothing to play with. Do you think they would feel lonely and sad? Those
are called negative feelings and many times people see black as negative or not good.
How do you think you can make that black paper happy, bright and filled with fun? You
know the answer. I know you do.

Have you put the three things that you feel you can part with by the black paper? Good
for you. You have just begun to change the black paper from lonely and sad to happy
and ready for fun. You have also made a balance of those toys...three on each pile.
Now that is some powerful magic of color and feelings. However, your 'Spell of
Balance, Gratitude, Giving and Making Something Negative a Positive' is not
complete. You must actually give those three toys to someone in need.

You might think that the balance is gone because now there are no toys on the black
paper. This is not so. It is time to complete the final steps to your spell.

 Put your three toys away.
 With a RED crayon draw a heart on the black paper.
 With a VIOLET crayon draw a smiling face on the white paper.
 Lay the white paper on top of the black paper.

Now there is balance once again...not only because there are no toys by the
paper but because there is a sharing balance in your heart (drawn on the black paper)
and the happiness of giving in your spirit (your face drawn on the white paper) You
received gifts from someone and you gave gifts to someone. That is a perfect balance.



Look what you have accomplished:

You learned about the colors for negative and positive feelings.

You learned how you can change a negative feeling into a positive/

You learned a little bit about balance.

Most importantly you gave a gift of happiness and fun and made
another's heart brighter. .

You should feel wonderful and very happy with yourself. Are you
feeling warm and fuzzy all over? You should be; you did a great job

celebrating Mabon with the special magical powers of color.

'Please Take Away My Shyness' Colorful Knot Spell'

Not all kids are shy, but many are and find it hard to talk to someone they would like to
get to know. This spell will show you just how color may help you with shyness.
Remember that every spell you do must always be done for the good of all and with
love and happiness in your heart.

What you will need:

About six inches each of ribbon or yarn in the
following colors;

 Orange for Good Intentions
 Burgundy for Boldness
 Green for Hope
 White for Positivity
 Gold for Mental Energy (Thinking clearly and with strength)
 Red for Love

A small clear jar with a lid
A small quartz crystal



Markers
Scissors to cut your ribbon or yarn.

Take a few moments to relax and bring kind and loving thoughts to your mind about
being able to talk with others and not feel shy. As you hold each ribbon take time to
think about what that color means in helping you to get over your shyness. This spell
will be as powerful and strong as your feelings are to overcome your shyness. Repeat
the words two or three times to build up your energies while cupping the your
ribbon/yarn in your hand. When you 'cup' your hands around an object your hands
become a magical energizing cauldron. The energies swirl around, over and through
your knotted ribbon/yarn. You may feel your hands and fingers start to tingle. When this
happens, you can be sure that you are brewing energizing, color of magic spellwork.

Holding the orange yarn in your hand, tie a small not in one end while saying; "By the
knot of one, my spell with good intentions has begun!"

Now tie the orange yarn to the burgundy yarn while saying: "By the knot of two may
some bold feelings shine through!"

Now tie burgundy to the green yarn and say: "By the knot of three, I hope that the
shyness will flee from me!"

Tie the green to the white yarn and say: "By the knot of four, I am positive that I
don't want to be shy anymore!"

Tie the white to the gold yarn and say; "By the knot of five, may my mind's energy
help my self-confidence to thrive!"

Now tie the gold  to the red: "By the knot of six, with love, this spell I now fix."

Finally, give a blessing of thanks by saying: "Thank you, God and Goddess for
blessing me with the magical power of color to help me take a way my shyness.
So Mote It Be!"

Do this spell as often as necessary until you feel the shyness going away. Each time
you are finished casting your spell, place it in a jar that you have decorated with the bold
colors of autumn and place a quartz crystal inside. This will keep the yarn/ribbon
energized and cleansed. What a wonderful way to help yourself using color and the
strength of knots to bind your wishes.



Take some time to color the cornucopia below and think about the colors you are using.
Look at the Mabon Color Meanings Chart below to remind you. As you continue to study
you will find that some holidays share the same colors and these will be listed with more
of their magical meanings. With so many feelings going through us every day, doesn't it
make sense that one color can give you many different feelings?

As you keep studying and doing more with colors, I am sure that you will soon be able
to create your own Colors of Magic spellwork. I hope you will share it with Pooka Pages
so we can learn from you too.



by George Cooper



Special Altar Candles

Everyone uses candles on their altar.  But, they don't have to be plain, ordinary candles when it's
so easy to make them really Special.

All you need are some Sharpie pens, some tissue paper (the
kind you wrap presents with, not the kind you blow your nose
on!), some wax paper and a hair dryer.  Oh, yes... and a white
candle.  A bit of Scotch tape comes in handy also.

1.  Use the
Sharpie pens to

draw a picture on the tissue paper that will fit on
your candle.

For your altar, the picture should be something
meaningful.  Maybe a spiral for the Goddess or a
moon and some stars.   For Mabon, maybe you
could draw a colorful autumn leaf or for Yule, you
could draw a sun.  Or, if you want to send extra
loving energy to someone, draw a picture of them and a heart around the image.
The possibilities are endless!

2.  Once your picture is drawn, cut  fairly closely around it with a pair of scissors.  You don't
have to be exact...just pretty close.

3.  Then, cut a piece of waxed paper to fit over your image and around the candle.  You can use a
bit of scotch tape to hold the waxed paper in place over your drawing.

4.  Next, take the hair dryer to it and focus
the heat on your picture.  You'll gradually
see the image sharpen and get clearer as
the wax melts.  If there are any bubbles,
you can smooth them with your finger.

When the entire image becomes clearer,
it's time to stop and pull the wax paper off.

Now you have a Very Special Candle for
your family altar!



Okay, so the grownups are all busy fussing in the kitchen and planning their Mabon rituals and
sometimes, like Pooka, you just feel In the Way.
So what can YOU do in honor of the holiday?

Apple picking....or picking and "harvesting" any type of food that becomes ripe in your area
about now.  It's one thing for us to be told that fruits, grains and vegetables come from the
Earth.  But to actually retrieve something yummy from the Goddess, plunk your fanny down in
the dirt and eat the snack while it's still warm from the sun is entirely different.  Try it!

Make a Centerpiece for your Harvest table -  Gather colorful fall leaves and arrange them in
the middle of the table along with apples, little pumpkins, assorted nuts and candles.  (Wait for
a grownup to help you light the candles!)  This is a Very Important Job and everyone will be
admiring your creation throughout the Feast.

Sharing the Bounty -  At this time when most people are giving Thanks for the Havest, there are
actually some kids who don't have enough to eat.  Perhaps you can get some of your friends
together and take a little wagon around to collect some canned goods from your nice neighbors.
(Be sure to take a grownup with you.)  Then, donate the items to a local food bank.

Make a bird or squirrel feeder ... then keep it filled all through the winter.

Make Leaf Rubbing Placemats for your Mabon table.  Gather fallen leaves in different shapes.
Place one between two pieces of paper and rub on the top paper over the leaf with the side of
a crayon.  You'll see a leaf pattern immerge!   Do another leaf and then another until the whole
paper is covered with leafy images.  Try doing this in the Fall Colors that Mama Carmen told you
about.



Magical Critters -
the Rat

Pooka was surprised that some  people
actually don't like rats.  Can you imagine? Rats
are so cool and make such awesome pets!

In the old days, rats were common familiars for witches.  Not only were they funny, clean and
really smart, they're also affectionate, playful and loyal.

If a rat decides that you are Their Person, it's a bond that will last forever.  Your rat will give you
kisses, pet you with their little front-paw hands, travel on your shoulder or in your pocket and
want to share every aspect of your life with you.

Rats are sensitive to vibrations and will often hide if something Bad is about to happen or if
someone who isn't nice comes around.  They'll let you know!

They're also super smart at figuring things out - which is one reason why scientists like to use
them for experiments.

It was only during the medieval days when the plague to Europe that this little animal began
being viewed as a Bad Thing and folks started being afraid of them.  People thought rats were
spreading the disease and ever since then, Christians especially, have regarded the rat as evil -
even though the actual culprit for spreading the plague was fleas and not rats at all!

Before that bit of nonsense, rats were considered really special and even sacred in nearly every
part of the world from India to Ancient Egypt.  They symbolized good luck, prosperity and a
bountiful harvest in almost every culture.

If you've done a meditation to find your totem animal and a rat appeared, then be honored!
Rats are highly intelligent and loyal to their friends and family.  They also are highly psychic and
sensitive to things humans can't perceive.

If rats were seen leaving a ship that was about to leave port, witches knew better than to get on
that ship because something bad would happen to it.  They'd wait for the next one.

Alternatively, if rats happily scurried up the ropes and boarded the ship, they knew it would be
safe for them also.  Rats have ways of just knowing things.  Which is why they're often a little
witch's Best Friend and magical Familiar.





Jimmy sees the power of co-operation.
by Evelien Roos

Jimmy was amazed. Isobel had been running around, cleaning, like a woman posessed. “Why
are you so restless?” he asked her when she swept the floor of her cottage for the third time
that day. Isobel blinked and sat down. “I have been overdoing it a bit, haven’t I? I'm sorry,
Jimmy. It’s just that for this year’s Mabon, I have some visitors coming.” Jimmy cocked his head.
“Visitors? But we have those regularly, and you don’t clean the house umpteen times then.”
Isobel chuckled. “No, I don't. But these are special visitors. You see, usually, I practice my Craft
alone, and I'm fine with that, but I have found some other Witches on the internet, and we
have decided that this year we would celebrate Mabon together.” Jimmy nodded his little head
wisely. “Oh, so you're nervous... Well, since they are coming over for Mabon , which is three
days from now, shouldn’t you make sure we have enough food on the table?” Isobel grinned.
“You're right, little friend. That is a much more productive way to channel my nerves! I’ll start
by making some pies. I still have some blackberries left, and apples of course and...” Jimmy
smiled as he watched Isobel putter around her pantry.

Over the next two days, Jimmy regretted his decission to butt in. Isobel would start cooking,
franticly, and when the dish or pie was done, the kitchen resembled a disaster area. So then
Isobel would start cleaning it with as much fevor as she had been cooking with. Jimmy was
starting to feel distinctly left out.

The day before Mabon, there would be regular knocks on the door and another lady would
come in and kiss and hug Isobel. The little cottage was a bit cramped with seven Witches
sleeping over, but they did have fun and Jimmy was happy that Isobel had found people with
whom she could talk witchy stuff. On the morning of Mabon, anticipation hung in the air. After
a lavish breakfast, the Witches all gathered on the field behind the cottage. Jimmy, curious as
he was, dribbled after them. They stood in a large circle and Isobel started a chant.
“Isis, Astarte, Hecate, Demeter, Kali, Inanna..”



The other Witches joined in and their combined voices gave the chant a powerful sound. For
Jimmy, who could see magick in colours, the very air started to vibrate and swirl, like there was
a miniature tornado forming in the middle of the circle. Deep green and dark brown started to
rise from the ground, mixing, and vibrant reds, yellows and oranges came to life and joined in.
The whole thing rose and rose until it was towering over the Witches, who were slowly starting
to lower their volume and let the chant fade away. Jimmy saw the colourful twister full of
magick fan out and settle down over the circle, creating a beautiful dome over it. He didn’t dare
enter it, knowing, somewhere deep down that if he would walk through that dome, it would
just poof off and all the magick would be lost. Respectfully, he sat at the sideline and waited.
Every now and then, he would see another colour pop up and mix with the rest. Blues, purples,
you name it. A full rainbow of colours and hues, and Jimmy thought it was beautiful and
awesome. After a while the rainbow dome slowly flattened out and faded away, leaving a
shimmer in the air. The Witches started filing out and, chatting with eachother, they walked
back to the house, where Isobel served up her feast.

Late that night, quite a few Witches had either gone home, or turned in, Isobel sat with Jimmy
under the stars. “This was an amazing Mabon, Jimmy. I loved our circle work. It might not have
accomplished much, but the feeling was great.” Jimmy remembered the rainbow dome, and
smiled. “I wouldn’t say it didn’t do much... You might be surprised later on.” Isobel tilted her
head in confusion. “What?” Jimmy nuzzled her hand. “Remember? I can see magick... And boy
did I see magick today!”



Sharing

Elsie was making apple bread for

Mabon. "I bet walnuts would be good in this", said

Elsie. "I'll go get some", Pooka offered. "I'll

help", said Nathan.  They went outside and Pooka

climbed the walnut tree. "I'll knock the

walnuts down and you catch them," he told



Nathan.  Suddenly a squirrel jumped in front of

Pooka. "Get out of my tree!" scolded the

squirrel. "These are MY walnuts."   "But

Elsie needs some to go in her apple

bread", said Pooka.  "I like apple

bread", said the squirrel.  "If you share

some of your walnuts, we'll bring you some apple

bread", said Nathan. The squirrel

looked thoughtful and asked: "A BIG piece of apple



bread?"  "Yes!" said Pooka and

Nathan.  So the squirrel not only shared his

walnuts.  He even helped carry them to the

cottage!


